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Culture From Camelot:

The Origins and Goals of Arts Policy

in the Kennedy Administration

Donna M. Binkiewicz

^ m "% ABBiTTRY IS BEHIND US. We live in an era of impressive artistic

>* r^ achievement. Our painters, sculptors, musicians, dancers and dra-

JLJ matists are the envy of the world."' Such was John F. Kennedy's

assessment of the arts in America as he responded to a MusicalAmerica ques-

tionnaire sent to him and to Vice President Richard Nixon during the 1960

presidential campaign. His reference to Babbitt proved pointed in more ways

than one. It immediately drew attention to the United States' artistic success

during the post-World War II era. Kennedy's admiration for excellence made

him proud ofwhat he considered some of the highest achievements in Ameri-

can culture and pleased at the worldwide attention they generated.^

Yet much more than idle praise for the arts resounds in Kennedy's remarks

to MusicalAmerica. Besides the overt cultural commendation lay a subde chal-

lenge for American culture. Essentially, the Babbitt reference was rife with mean-

ing. It evoked images of early twentieth-century nouveaux riches Americans

who beheved that they had achieved a certain level of prominence. However,

those familiar with Sinclair Lewis's characters would also realize that these

arrivistes were more interested in wealth and social climbing than in genuine

cultural progress. On this level Kennedy's reference may be taken as criticism of

perceived grovirth in American materialism and complacency during the 1950s.

In his campaign Kennedy promised to reinvigorate America, selecting the arts

as one means to raise the level of American civilization. His remarks to the

magazine went on to explain the purposes art could serve in both domestic and

foreign arenas to elevate American image and culture, particularly in the Cold

War context.

Kennedy's letter to MusicalAmaica reveals his desire to improve the quality
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of life in the United States through increased intellectual and cultural achieve-

ment, which he believed a federal art policy could encourage. He pointed out

historic eras in which great advances were made in politics and culture and

expressed hope that his tenure as president would inspire similar results. Mus-

ing on the interconnections between success in public life and artistic progress,

Kennedy pointed out that the age ofElizabeth was also the age of Shakespeare.

He then maintained that:

The New Frontier for which I campaign in public life, can also be a New Frontier for

American art. For what I descry is a lift for our country: a surge ofeconomic growth,

a burst of activity in rebuilding and cleansing our cities. . . an age of Discovery in

science and space; and an openness toward what is new that will banish the suspicion

and misgiving that have tarnished our prestige abroad. . . For we stand, I believe, on

the verge of a period of sustained cultural brilliance.^

Kennedy recognized that to achieve long-lasting international recognition

as a great culture, America would first have to raise its own level of achieve-

ment. He believed that the arts could play a part in programs designed to reen-

gage American ingenuity in combatting domestic problems. By their very na-

ture, they could instill a higher sense of purpose to American endeavors and

inspire superior achievements. This would ultimately produce an American cul-

ture worthy ofworld acclaim.

Not only were the arts important for domestic welfare, Kennedy also consid-

ered them a foreign policy measure to showcase American leadership and free-

dom. He believed in 1960 that the American government should support the

arts, "for art. . . speaks a language without words, and is thus a chief means for

proclaiming America's message to the world over the heads of dictators."'' He
reiterated these sentiments in a Saturday Review article advocating expanded

international exchange programs and State Department cultural programs, ar-

guing: "[If] every student of the USSR and the satellites could tour the United

States and compare what they see with what they have been told, I would have

little fear of future wars."' Clearly, Kennedy acknowledged the importance of

arts and culture in promoting his drive to make the U.S. the leader of advanced

civilization. He vowed that he wanted to become the President who "not only

held back the Communist tide but who also advanced the cause offreedom and

rebuilt American prestige."^ Kennedy's competitive attitude was well known in

the Cold War world and spanned many aspects of his campaign and adminis-

tration. Eventually, he would elevate the arts to a level of national importance
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closely tied to military and political measures. Indeed, these domestic and for-

eign policy applications of the arts would become a vital selling point for the

formulation of the National Endowment for the Arts.

This article examines the unprecedented attention brought to the arts under

the administration ofJohn F. Kennedy. The President and Jacqueline Kennedy

transformed the White House into a theater and museum that focused a spot-

light on the arts brighter than at any previous time. More importantly, during

the Kennedy and subsequent Johnson administrations a drive for an institu-

tionalized arts policy was clearly developed and maneuvered through both the

executive offices and Congress.This article explores the origins and goals of the

arts policy struggle during the Kennedy administration that ultimately would

set the tone for federal arts policy administration to date. While there had been

some governmental forays into arts policy prior to the 1960s, the National Foun-

dation for the Arts and Humanities created by Kennedy and Johnson achieved

permanence as a federal cultural agency previously unknown in the United

States.^ Its genesis in the early 1960s resulted from greater public interest in the

arts and enlarging federal programs. But more significantly, it developed out of

an intellectual tradition informing Kennedy's and Johnson's liberalism and their

desires to elevate national goals and win the Cold War. These important aspects

ofart policy development, which continued to influence NEA operations through

the 1980s, have been overlooked in scholarly assessments of the agency.*

American intellectuals during the 1950s had in large part coalesced around

two ideological frameworks that became central to the Kennedy vision: one of

Cold War consensus and one which urged an uplifting of the quality ofAmeri-

can life in an age ofabundance. Consensus developed in American liberal thought

during the postwar era as intellectuals, who had once espoused Marxist or so-

cialist Utopian ideals, became horrified by Stalinist totalitarianism and turned

to a defense ofAmerican-style capitalist democracy in light of its survival dur-

ing the Depression and its economic successes during and after World War II.

Their turn away from socialist politics was also exaggerated byJoseph McCarthy's

anti-communist crusade, which demanded support ofAmerican democracy and

capitalism.'

Yet, amidst the affluence of the 1950s, something seemed amiss. American

intellectuals began to express a belief that undesirable undercurrents permeated

American society. Many ofthem suggested ways to handle these problems which

would impact Kennedy's and, later, Johnson's developing political programs,

including arts policy. The trouble, intellectuals pointed out, centered on in-

creasing conformity as a result of a loss of individual freedom both in the work
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place and new suburban housing as well as the American public's misuse of its

expanding leisure time.^° In The Lonely CroW David Riesman expressed these

fears when he lamented that Americans were becoming "soft" as the economy

shifted from production toward consumption and the populace diverted their

focus from the rewards ofwork to the pursuit ofimage. Riesman argued that to

achieve autonomy outside of the workplace, leisure would have to be more than

undirected play or conspicuous but hollow consumption. Rather, it must create

a meaningful style of life and sound character by "uplifting the mind."" Ac-

cordingly, Americans needed to focus less on technological and personal skill

enhancement and more on pure intellectual activity that would expand their

minds. Humanities and culture were being unduly neglected.

The disturbing trends exposed by Riesman continued to be the focus of

other intellectuals* writings throughout the 1950s. In 1952 economist and fu-

ture Kennedy advisorJohn Kenneth Galbraith had defended the stability of the

American economy and argued that it was virtually self-regulating. At that time,

the gross national product (GNP) was grov^dng at an unprecedented rate of

3.9% each year and the masses were prosperous. ^^ However, after contemplat-

ing the excesses ofMcCarthyism and increasing criticism ofAmerican materi-

alism, Galbraith also found postwar prosperity paradoxical. In his 1958 publi-

cation The Affluent Society, he argued that it created not only economic abun-

dance but also a low quality of life among Americans which in essence left "the

bland leading the bland."" Galbraith traced the problem to the false assump-

tion that continued economic growth and cultural health were required ever-

expanding production and purchase ofcommodities rather than necessities. He
argued that the encouragement of consumer spending by business created im-

balances in American culture—that the idea that private spending on desirable

consumer goods was positive, but that public expenditures on services was un-

sound was actually counterproductive. It allowed for families with beautiful,

"air-conditioned, power-steered and power-braked automobiles" to take drives

through cities that [were] "badly paved, made hideous by litter, blighted by

buildings, billboards, and posts for wire that should long since have been put

underground."^"* Such a scenario revealed a society lacking in thoughtful goals,

long-range cultural health, and even economic prosperity.

Galbraith proposed that the state should step in to halt the potentially de-

structive downward spiral of American culture, as it had done to regulate the

economy in modern times. By expanding investment in research beyond mili-

tary development and encouraging civilian goals, the government could create a

healthier society. Specifically, improved education could redress the moral and
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economic loss seen in declining work hours and could enable Americans to

learn the skills necessary to make the best use of leisure time and improve the

overall quality of American life.^^ The ultimate aim of such a policy would be

"less the effectiveness of our material investment than the effectiveness of our

investment in men" who would be called upon to apply their intelligence and

creativity to solving American problems, thus advancing American civilization

in the future. ^^John F. Kennedy found many of Galbraith's arguments convinc-

ing and frequently consulted with him for economic advice while planning his

political endeavors.

Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. s The Vital Center was also of fundamental impor-

tance in expounding the postwar intellectual thinking that became an integral

partofPresident Kennedys political culture. In this important work Schlesinger

proposed that, rather than dream of Utopias, intellectuals should strive to im-

prove society within the American pohtical system. Furthermore, he urged sup-

port for American policies of containment and aid to progressive regimes to

ensure the continued strength of anti-communist forces.*'' According to histo-

rian Christopher Lasch, Schlesinger's views represented a new brand of liberal

pragmatism that combined realism viath calls for pohtical action.** Schlesinger

hoped to elevate pohtical issues to a level of philosophical debate and he would

later encourage Kennedy's adoption of such a style.*'

Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. went a step further than Galbraith by transforming

warnings about the perils of prosperity into objectives for an active government

to achieve a viable welfare state. He beheved government should use its powers

to extend the virtues and rewards ofAmerican hfe to all its citizens. Expressing

commitment to the public interest in "The Challenge ofAbundance," Schlesinger

called for "qualitative hberalism" "to improve schools, hospitals, cities . . . the

pubhc domain," which included cultural activities.^° He specifically advocated a

greater role for the federal government in arts policy, since he beheved the arts

lent value and thoughtfulness to true civihzation.^* Also a close advisor to

Kennedy, Schlesinger was able to funnel a v^dde body of intellectual criticism

caUing for the promotion of higher cultural standard into the White House and

to lobby for the implementation of arts poUcy.

Schlesinger's arguments drew upon the works ofsuch notable cultural critics

as Clement Greenberg and Dwight Macdonald who claimed that American

leisure was increasingly dominated by a mass media which promoted mediocre

products and deplorable aesthetics. Greenberg railed against "kitsch" in his es-

says while defending the achievements of artistic modernism and the avant-

garde. Macdonald noted that, on the one hand, the rise of mass culture was
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"desirable politically" because it was democratic and closed the gap between the

wealthy and the common man. On the other hand, however, it caused "unfortu-

nate results culturally" by destroying men's sense of community and encourag-

ing their production and consumption of "junk." Nevertheless, Macdonald

seemed to believe such cultural decline could be isolated, if not reversed, by a

conscious cultivation ofhigher cultural achievement—as long as "midcult" would

not be allowed to swallow up the distinctions between "masscult" (or kitsch)

and "High Culture."^^ Paul Goodman also argued in Growing Up Absurd that

something must be done to promote higher cultural standards in the U.S. He
criticized the American leadership in the late 1950s for reneging on its respon-

sibility to stimulate artistic excellence. He lamented:

Our present President (Mr. Eisenhower) is an unusually uncultivated man. It is said

that he has invited no real writer, no artist, no philosopher to the White House. Pre-

sumably he has no intellectual friends; that is his privilege. But recently he invited the

chief of the Russian government [Chairman Khrushchev] to a banquet and musicale.

And the formal music of that musicale was provided by a Fred Waring band playing

'Oh, What a Beautiful Morning' and such other numbers. This is disgraceful.^'

,1

Goodman stressed the potential international prestige America could gain with

a display of high cultural achievement, an idea that Kennedy and his advisors

embraced.

The chorus of challenges by American intellectuals nearly coincided with a

series of disconcerting events for the United States. The first surrounded the

1957 launch ofthe Soviet satellite. Sputnik. Rocket scientist Wernher von Braun

had warned prophetically that it "would be a blow to U.S. prestige ifwe did not

do it first."^'* As a second Soviet satellite orbited the earth, Khrushchev boasted

that the USSR would surpass the U.S. in economic output within fifteen years.

LIFE magazine printed "Arguing the Case for Being Panicky," Arthur Trace

published What Ivan knows andJohnny Doesn't, and Americans from all walks

of society feared that the U.S. was losing the race with the Russians. Lyndon

Johnson, then Senate Majority Leader, blamed the problems of American af-

fluence and complacency for the failure to match the Soviets and quipped, with

a reference to Detroit auto manufacturers, "It is not very reassuring to be told

that next year we will put a better satellite in the air. Perhaps it will even have

chrome trim and automatic windshield wdpers."^^ Such cumulative reproach

helped to shock Americans out of their self-satisfaction and to renew their in-

terest in achievement—not only in military terms but also intellectual and cul-
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tural endeavors. No one was more attentive than the Democratic nominee in

1960.

John Kennedy's campaign pledge to "get the country moving again" was dedi-

cated not only to closing the perceived missile gap and restating American com-

mitment to containing communism, but it was also a vow to promote intellec-

tual values and renew American commitment to cultural excellence. Kennedy

embraced the ideals of consensus liberalism, courted academics, sought their

advice, and brought many directly into his new administration. Galbraith served

as the American Ambassador to India, while Schlesinger became an important

White House speech writer, presidential aid, and link to the intellectual com-

munity as he continued to shape Kennedy's rhetoric and programs.

The Kennedy administration's efforts to recharge the tone ofAmerican politics

and to invigorate American culture began as soon as he took office. In January

1961, Robert Frost stood at the podium in an unusually cold capital city and

read the poem he wrote for the occasion ofJohn F. Kennedy's inauguration. He
pronounced:

Summoning artists to participate

In the august occasions of the state

Seems something for us all to celebrate. .

.

It makes the prophet in us all presage

The glory of a next Augustan age. .

.

Firm in our free beliefs without dismay,

In any game the nations want to play.

A golden age of poetry and power

Ofwhich this noonday's the beginning hour.^'

After Frost's recitation, the new President took his oath of office and stood

to speak. Kennedy delivered his now-famous oration vowing American mili-

tary strength in the face of a worldwide communist threat and calling upon

Americans to join together in a struggle to redefine the U.S. as the world leader

not only in military force but also in scientific progress and aesthetic excellence.

Kennedy invited the Soviet Union to cooperate with the U.S. to "invoke the

wonders of science instead of its terrors . . . explore the stars, conquer the deserts,

eradicate disease . . . and encourage the arts."^^ Yet he also left no doubt that he

believed Americans could triumph in any contest and thereby provide the world

with the best example of freedom and democratic success.

Kennedy's inaugural address expressed themes that would characterize his
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presidency. First, it stated his concern for foreign policy and his dedication to

the preservation of American democracy and world freedom in a continuing

Cold War struggle. At the same time, his speech professed a belief in change

and announced a new approach to world conflict—that of joining social and

cultural advancement to the single-minded militarism of the Cold War. His

call to work with the Soviets towards scientific and artistic advancement sug-

gested a calmer approach to the Cold War that later would be reflected by his

support for bilateral test ban treaties and his efforts to ease domestic Cold War

McCarthyism. Kennedy's faith in American potential for energetic progress

would also auger well for the arts.

Indeed, among the thousands gathered to hear Kennedy's inaugural address

in the seats set aside for his friends and poUtical advocates were a number of

prominent artists, including abstract painters Mark Rothko and Franz Kline,

and museum directors Alfred Barr and Rene d'Harnoncourt of the Museum of

Modern Art (MOMA).^^ Never before had so many artists and intellectuals

been included in the usual crowd of dignitaries. The President elect and Mrs.

Kennedy wished to honor individuals representing the quality and excellence of

American culture, especially in art and music, and to recognize representatives

of leading Washington cultural institutions. This gesture began what Kennedy

had only hinted at during his campaign, that "the New Frontier . . .[could] be a

New Frontier for American art."^'

A Kennedy friend who lived in Georgetown, Kay Halle, in consultation with

Arthur Schlesinger,Jr., drew up the list of inaugural invites. She arranged for

artists and cultural institution heads to participate and planned that they would

also inscribe their sentiments in a book to be presented to the President and

First Lady.-'" The expressions recorded on that morning were overwhelmingly

laudatory and supportive ofthe new administration, as were the numerous tele-

grams and letters received from the art world. Declaring his pride and pleasure

in Kennedy's recognition of artists and the optimistic tone of the inauguration,

Archibald MacLeish wrote that the address "left me proud and hopeful to be an

American—something I have not felt for almost twenty years. I owe you and

send you my deepest gratitude."An even more enthusiastic message came from

John Steinbeck. Recalling that artists had been attacked in the past for their

leftist politics, he wrote to Kennedy: "[W]hat a joy that literacy is no longer

prima facie evidence of treason."^' The reintegration of artists into the good

favor of the federal government was indeed a significant move by Kennedy to

alter what had become burdensome social and cultural constraints imposed by

the Cold War. Defying a McCarthyite mentality which had blacklisted artists
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suspected ofcommunist sympathies, Kennedy deliberately invited them to col-

laborate fully with the government to raise American culture to new heights. ^^

Even more than in his public speeches, Kennedy's actions expressed his desire

to diffuse the accusational tendencies in government's dealings with those who

criticized U.S. social and economic policies and to infuse politics and culture

with a higher purpose.

Initially, however, Kennedy's gesture of inviting prominent artists to his in-

auguration was conceived to be more symbolic than substantive. August

Heckscher, the President's Special Consultant on the Arts, later recalled that

when the artists attended, "I don't think [Kennedy] had any idea of the stir it

would cause. "'^ Indeed, public recognition of artists raised expectations in the

artistic community that Kennedy would truly support the arts on a national

level—a hope shared by key Kennedy staffmembers, such as Schlesinger, Stuart

Udall, and Pierre Salinger. Salinger moved a step further after the inauguration

and solicited ideas on arts policy that he later gave to special art consultant,

Heckscher. Once embarked upon the path toward an official arts policy,

Heckscher surmised that "it was the inauguration which really had begun ev-

erything."-'''

Kennedy advisors agree that the President worked in a series of small trial

steps: he would test the waters with a small gesture, gauge the response, and if

positive, proceed in a somewhat bolder fashion. Such was the case with the arts

during the Kennedy administration. The President and First Lady were ex-

tremely pleased with the admiration and support showered upon them by the

art world after the inauguration. They were also genuinely pleased with the

book of messages compiled by Kay Halle and responded with a personal letter

of thanks to each artist. As in most presidential letters, the President began in

perfunctory prose, "Mrs. Kennedy and I have had extraordinary pleasure in go-

ing through these volumes. . . I am hopeful that this collaboration between

government and scholarship will continue and prosper." He continued with a

plea for concrete ideas, however, stating "I would be particularly interested in

any suggestions you may have in the future about the possible contributions the

national government might make to the arts and scholarship in America."-'^

Kennedy was testing the waters and finding them warm.

As an arts patron himself and a man groomed to higher culture and educa-

tion, Kennedy needed httie convincing that the arts were worthy of his atten-

tion. His education at Choate and Harvard as well as his European tours in-

stilled in the future president a familiarity with the fine arts and an appreciation

for their place in any sophisticated individual lifestyle or national culture. In
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terms of his own artistic preferences, Kennedy most enjoyed reading history

and classical novels or viewing eye-catching Broadway musicals, ancient Greek

or Roman sculpture, and seascape paintings.^^ WhUe some of his private tastes

reflected those of mainstream American arts audiences, Kennedy also appreci-

ated more avant-garde modem art styles in an intellectual sense if less a per-

sonal one. Kennedy believed that exposure to excellence in arts and culture were

important means to elevate one's own cultural level as well as that ofAmerican

society as a whole, and he was willing to go out of his way to support highbrow

culture.^^ He was certainly encouraged in this regard by his wife.

Surprisingly little notice has been given to the important role of First Lady

Jacqueline Kennedy when, in fact, she was responsible for suggesting the invita-

tion of artists to the inauguration. More so than the President, Mrs. Kennedy

set a tone of style and grace for the new administration and encouraged the

development of arts events and policy. She channelled many ofher ideas through

Pierre Salinger who, as a formally trained classical pianist, shared her tastes and

ambitions, and later through August Heckscher.^*

Without a doubt, Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy exerted a great deal of pres-

sure on her husband to patronize the fme arts and by so doing set an example of

American cultural maturity. Education at Vassar and the Sorbonne as well as

with her stepfather Hugh Auchincloss's experience as an art collector imbued

Mrs. Kennedy with a wide familiarity with and affinity for ballet, symphony

and chamber music, and modern art. She was particularly fond of seventeenth-

and eighteenth-century antiques and ofimpressionism, post-impressionism, and

abstraction in the visual arts.^' Thus, the First Couple shared a certain cultural

breeding and were both long-standing patrons of the arts.

Among their private dinner guests at the White House were artists and arts

patrons. One important influence was their friend and frequent visitor painter

Bill Walton, whose own aesthetic style had evolved from representational to

abstract by 1960. The first people invited to the mansion were poet Robert

Frost and New York city ballet director Georges Balanchine—ofwhom Mrs.

Kennedy asked what she as First Lady could do for the ballet. Mrs. Kennedy

also conferred with Isaac Stern, who would later serve on the National Council

on the Arts, about arts policy development. Indeed, it was her initiative that

transformed the White House into a showcase for art and artists during the

Kennedy administration. Mrs. Kennedy encouraged President Kennedy to re-

place stodgy state receptions with elegant cultural soirees in the executive man-

sion. During the Kennedys' tenure at the White House a stage was built that

could be stored and erected on short notice. Pages ofhandwritten memos attest
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to her detailed planning ofWhite House events and cultivation ofthe President s

and America's public image.'"' Both she and President Kennedy understood the

importance of image as well as example, liberally patronizing high culture/^

Following the positive public reaction to the participation of artists in the

inauguration, the Kennedys began to showcase the arts in a series of dinners

and performances and in Jacqueline Kennedy's televised tour of the newly re-

decorated White House. One of the most famous occasions was a November

1961 evening honoring Puerto Rican Governor Munoz Marin that included a

performance by Pablo Casals, who had previously refused to play his cello pub-

licly in the United States to protest American recognition of Spanish dictator

Francisco Franco. Introducing Casals, Kennedy announced that "[we] believe

that an artist, in order to be true to himselfand his work, must be a free man.'"*^

Thus, the President acknowledged Casals's freedom to criticize U.S. policy to-

wards Spain and admired his stance in favor of freedom. Then, stressing free-

dom in the relationship between the arts and politics, he continued, "I think it

is most important not that we regard artistic achievement and action as a part of

our armor in these difficult days, but rather as an integral part of our free soci-

ety.'"'-' Thus, Kennedy's frequent references to freedom and democracy directly

connected the arts to position of the United States in the Cold War. In his view,

the arts were meant not only for beauty and entertainment, but for political

purposes as well. Casals' recital drew very positive responses from a national

audience.TheNew York Times announced that in the area ofculture "The White

House is rising to its responsibilities and—in one respect at least—coming of

age." Such praise encouraged Kennedy's growing endorsement of artistic excel-

lence.

Another result of the Casals concert was that it almost instantly gave the

President the reputation ofbeing a serious lover of classical music. This percep-

tion proves the success of the Kennedys' orchestration of their refined image,

yet the irony was not lost on the First Lady, who was the true classical music

devotee. In one incident, Jacqueline Kennedy apparently tired of the somewhat

misplaced admiration, quipped to a friend about her husband that "the only

music he likes is 'Hail to the Chief "'"*^ Nevertheless, her remarks remained pri-

vate at the time and much of her work to orchestrate the event went quietly

unknown. In fact, Mrs. Kennedy played a prominent role in conceiving and

arranging the Casals concert and other events—from large-scale program plan-

ning and publicity down to details of flower and seating arrangements. Mrs.

Kennedy chose to remain behind the scenes because she believed that her hus-

band, as president, should claim the spotlight. In fact she feared being seen as
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seeking public acclaim for herself and distracting attention from her husband's

public work. Previously, she had stated her priorities when she professed in a

campaign interview that ifJohn Kennedy were elected "I'd be a wife and a mother

first, then First Lady."''^ Jacqueline Kennedy understood the widespread norms

about the proper place of women in pubhc as secondary to that of men. As

Elaine Tyler May suggested in Homeward Bound, an intense desire for security

during the Cold War era translated into an idealized vision ofhome and family

that subordinated women and contained them within the domestic sphere.'**

Unwilling to pubHcly challenge this perceived status quo and draw criticism

upon the White House, Mrs. Kennedy eschewed a more public role in arts

policy development while encouraging the arts from her position as First Lady

and enlarging her stewardship of the White House.

The most time consuming ofJacqueline Kennedy's aesthetic endeavors proved

to be the restoration of the White House. Mrs. Kennedy formed a Committee

of Fine Arts to officially oversee the project and devoted untold hours to re-

searching and reacquiring, or copying, historic furnishings and art work for the

mansion. In this respect, Mrs. Kennedy resembled certain early twentieth-cen-

tury women whom historians of culture have identified as playing a prominent

role in cultural institution building.''^ Like Abby Rockefeller, the founder of the

Museum of Modern Art, Jacqueline Kennedy appointed prominent men to

head the cultural projects while she played a less visible, though nonetheless

significant, role. She corresponded personally by handwritten memos to com-

mission members and staff, further diminishing the record ofher White House

projects.

The First Lady did gain national attention in a televised tour of the White

House which was broadcast in prime time by all three television networks in

February 1962.The one-hour program includes a narrated history ofthe White

House and a room-by-room tour. Dressed in her trademark two-piece wool

suit with a three-strand pearl necklace, the First Lady described each piece of

furniture, painting, and art work. Speaking in her soft, breathy voice, she ex-

plained who originally purchased each piece, in what style and when it was

made, and how it was copied, reacquired, and restored. It was evident that she

was very aware of and rather uncomfortable about having a camera following

her around the mansion, yet her excitement about the art and her pride in her

achievement were clear. In one particularly revealing moment of the tour, the

CBS commentator noted the special place the arts had achieved in the Kennedy

administration and inquired as to whether she felt that there should be a par-

ticular connection between the arts and the national government. Mrs. Kennedy
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smiled and replied, "Oh that's so complicated. I don't know. I just think every-

thing in the White House should be the best."''^ Then she casually moved on to

describe the East Room candelabra. By deliberately shunning an opportunity

to remark on political matters, the First Lady relegated herself to the private

arena and presented an image of herself as apolitical, leaving the public and

political realm to her husband. President Kennedy arrived at the end of the

television program to bestow his blessing on his wife's project and to remark on

the importance of reclaiming history and American culture. He ended the pro-

gram by encouraging children to visit the White House so that they would be

excited by history and perhaps even inspired to live there themselves one day.

"Even the girls," he said with a grin. In this closing scene the President essen-

tially stole the show and presented himself as firmly in charge and looking to

the future. He held the tools for molding policy and shaping the American

cultural sensibilities while his wife preserved tradition and the first home.

Another prominent occasion that enhanced the cultural aura of the White

House and the agenda ofthe Kennedy administration was a reception for French

Minister of Culture, Andre Malraux in May 1962. The Kennedys specifically

emphasized culture for this event rather than the traditional diplomatic focus of

state dinners for foreign dignitaries. Jacqueline Kennedy had toured French art

galleries with Malraux on the Kennedy's state visit to France in 1961. Thus, the

Kennedys wished to impress the Minister ofCulture with an American show of

talent on his visit to the White House the following Spring. Guests for the

evening included painter Andre Wyeth, poet Robert Lowell, playwrights Arthur

Miller, S. N. Behrman and Tennessee Williams, actress Geraldine Page, ballet

director Georges Balanchine, Metropohtan Museum of Art curator James

Rorimer, White House arts consultant August Heckscher, and business and

culture magnates John Loeb and David Rockefeller. Guests were treated to a

French dinner and to a classical recital of Shubert's Trio in B-flat major, opus

99, by Eugene Istomin, piano, Isaac Stern, violin, and Leonard Rose, cello. In

his remarks to the White House guests that evening, John Kennedy scoffed at

the idea that the life of an artist is "soft," borrowing a word from Riesman's

critique ofAmerican organization employees in the fifties. "Actually," the Presi-

dent asserted, "creativity is the hardest life there is.""" His statements once again

proved his admiration for artists as hardworking individuals who devoted hours

of difficult and often lonely and unrewarded practice to perfect their talents.

Kennedy believed such dedication was an important component of individual

accomplishment and a quality society should value.

Following this glamorous dinner, an unprecedented cultural exchange took
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place between France and the United States. In 1963 Jacqueline Kennedy per-

sonally arranged with Malraux a tour of Leonardo da Vinci's Mona Lisa from

the Louvre to the National Gallery ofArt in Washington and the Met in New
York. The painting was designated a "guest" of the President and travelled un-

der his personal protection. At a reception for the President and Mrs. Kennedy

held at the French Embassy prior to the exhibition of the Mona Lisa in Wash-

ington, Kennedy expressed his gratitude to France as the "leading artistic coun-

try" for its loan of the priceless portrait. Moreover, he used this occasion to

argue that the United States would "continue to press ahead to develop an inde-

pendent, artistic force of its own."^" Not coincidentally, the Kennedy adminis-

tration was orchestrating U.S. State Department support for the American paint-

ing exhibition at the 1964 Venice Biennale whose prizes historically had been

France's domain. Kennedy hoped that American success there would announce

the United States' cultural presence on the European continent.'^ Kennedy's

calculated encounters with the arts were amounting to more than image-mak-

ing opportunities, and the President soon took the lead in creating a new fed-

eral policy concerning the arts.

With the encouragement of his advisors, Kennedy had already begun taking

determined steps toward devising a federal arts policy. In July 1961, Pierre

Salinger, Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., Max Isenberg, and Phillip Coombs met for a

lunch to discuss art policy. The meeting focused on Isenberg's policy paper, "A

Strategy for Cultural Advancement."^^ A State Department official interested

in American cultural expansion, Isenberg proposed that Kennedy evaluate the

realm of government and the arts and examine the possible improvement of

existing government art programs and expansion of federal efforts into new

areas both at home and abroad. Reminding the President of his inaugural com-

mitment to cultural advancement, Isenberg called for fulfilling this commit-

ment for two reasons. First, he believed it would improve the quality ofAmeri-

can life in the United States. He argued that the "pursuit of happiness" should

be restored to its proper place in American thought—^Americans should be

reminded through aesthetic endeavors that striving for peace and material well

being were not ends in themselves but means to a higher quality of life. Re-

membering these ideas would "do no less than transform the national character

and open, for the whole world to see, an exhilarating new chapter in the Ameri-

can Revolution for the nineteen sixties."'^

Underlying Isenberg's ideas on American life were equally salient concerns

about how American life would be perceived abroad. His second reason for

promoting arts policy explicitly stated that:
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[It] would make the less developed nations think better of us as a model; and to the

nations of the Soviet bloc, it would show devotion on our part to a humanism tran-

scending political differences, a demonstration which holds more promise than any

other approach tried thus far ofbringing forth affirmative, even conciliatory, response

from their side.'"*

The potential for arts as a foreign policy tool were duly noted by Kennedy staff.

Moreover, the timing of this proposal was significant, for it came on the heels of

tense international incidents at the Bay of Pigs in Cuba and in Berlin."

The Bay of Pigs invasion resulted in a great deal of public criticism of the

Kennedy administration. Among those denouncing the President's repression

ofa shiall, independent country were a number ofAmerican artists, who carried

protest signs against repression at a demonstration in Washington. One young

poet directed her outcry to the First Lady with a placard reading, "Jacquehne:

vous avez perdu vos artistes!" (You have lost your artists), appealing to her cul-

tured persona and signalling these artists' rejection of strong arm tactics. ^^ The

whole experience painfully taught Kennedy to back away from hard-line mili-

tary means to secure U.S. power and to carefully consider how U.S. actions

would be perceived around the world, especially by small Third World coun-

tries caught between United States and Soviet struggles.

An important element of military policy was analyzed by Henry Kissinger

during the Berlin crisis. He advised President Kennedy that firmness should

not be proven by shying away from diplomacy that would leave only military

options. ^^ Kennedy agreed that more flexibility was necessary in Cold War con-

frontations to avoid total warfare; therefore, he increased his options by aban-

doning Eisenhower's policy of massive retaliation in favor of flexible response

mihtary tactics.'* His approach to world crisis came to include not only nuclear

threats, but Special Forces recruits and Peace Corps volunteers enlisted to out-

perform the Soviets around the world. With the President's concern for total

mobilization militarily and socially, it took him only a short time to incorporate

cultural endeavors.

By the fall of 1961, the unofficial Isenberg paper became the basis for the

next step towards developing an ofFicial arts poUcy as Kennedy's advisors rec-

ommended the appointment of a special White House consultant. Arthur

Schlesinger suggested August Heckscher, who had written a paper for

Eisenhower's Commission on National Goals tided "The Quality ofAmerican

Culture" advocating federal arts pohcy. Heckscher was then working on a book

proposing involvement in the arts as an antidote to the alienation of modern
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life—a philosophy akin to both Schlesinger's and Kennedy's beliefs." Assured

by Schlesinger in November that "no editorial writer has used the Casals dinner

to accuse you of fiddling while Berlin burns," Kennedy was ready to act/" He
wrote to Heckscher in December 1961 that the time had come for "a more

systematic approach" and asked him to come to Washington to conduct a sur-

vey and recommend presidential actions on matters of culture.^^ Heckscher,

recruited to work on a part time basis for six months, soon found his place

among the busy and ambitious flill-time White House staff

A great deal of importance fell upon this first official "Special Consult-

ant on the Arts to the President." His responsibilities included more than

simply maintaining the first cultural office in the White House, and

Heckscher understood the significance of his position. The very appoint-

ment of a Special Consultant on the Arts indicated a new interest on the

part of the federal government. Heckscher believed "all [Kennedy] had to

do was ask me down there and then that set in motion waves which carried

quite far."^^ Indeed, Heckscher's arrival made the front page of the New
York Times and received nationwide attention. Soon, letters from across the

country kept the office busy responding to Americans' cultural concerns, as

did Heckscher's agenda of writing articles and delivering speeches pro-

moting a closer relationship between government and the arts.

Upon assuming his position in March 1962, Heckscher's main goal was to

assess the relationship of government and the arts and report to the President

on means to improve federal policy. After more than a year ofconducting work

and research in an unprecedented capacity, he submitted his report, "The Arts

and the National Government," to the President in May 1963. Heckscher's

introduction reiterated 1950s ideas on Cold War culture. He argued that the

1960s would be a decade in which Americans needed to address the issue of

increasing leisure time. He also acknowledged the growdng importance of the

cities and recognized that there was far more to American life than the acquisi-

tion of material goods. His opening hnes asserted, "The United States wall be

judged and its place in history ultimately assessed—not alone by its military

and economic power—but by the quality of its civilization." Evoking the for-

eign policy applications underlying his work, Heckscher also noted "the evident

desirability ofsending the best examples ofAmerica's artistic endeavors abroad."

Significantly, he recognized that this aim had forced American leaders to reex-

amine U.S. achievements in the field of aesthetic creativity and to realize that

more needed to be done at home to cultivate excellence both within American

culture and in its representation abroad. It seemed that the time was ripe for
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domestic arts policy to preserve American cultural assets and promote "an envi-

ronment w^ithin which cultural values can be realized.""

Prior to his official report, Heckscher s statements on the arts often revealed

his commitment to elevating the best of American culture. In a speech before

the Conference on Aesthetic Responsibility in 1962, for example, Heckscher

commended the widespread interest in the arts developing in the United States

at that time. Still, he virarned that Americans must beware of blurring the dis-

tinction between "the excellent and the second-rate, between the genuine and

the spurious, between the artist and the amateur." Only by striving for excel-

lence in the arts could the U.S. hope to attain outward beauty and fulfdlment

akin to that ofAthens in the classical age. With ancient Greece as his model of

civic and aesthetic achievement, Heckscher advised American officials to "make

sure, as we build for ourselves, that men and their cities prove of equal worth. It

is not, after all only beauty itself, but the striving for beauty that lifts up men

and makes a civilization."^"* These words resurfaced often in Congressional de-

bates over arts policy and became a mantra among those advocating aesthetics

as a responsible means to uplift society.

Addressed in the report to the President was a complicated question: how

should this cultural goal be achieved? The report and Heckscher's cover letter

pointed out inadequate support by the government for the arts and the exist-

ence of policies impinging upon their development, such as certain tax and

tariff laws. The report emphasized the importance ofgovernment research and

interagency cooperation in matters of culture and recommended a number of

wdde-ranging actions be taken up by the federal government. Heckscher's re-

search, in large part corroborated by the Bureau of the Budget, first indicated

that there was already varied and extensive government involvement in the arts

through the uncoordinated efforts of numerous agencies. He counselled a cat-

egorical assessment of agencies' use of art and a streamlining of separate efforts

under a defined federal policy. His recommendation included the following:

increased acquisition of art, including more visual arts for the Smithsonian

Museums, the National Gallery, and the Library of Congress; commissioning

of more art for public buildings under the General Services Administration;

exhibition of art in American Embassies; the elevation of design standards for

government posters, bulletins and stamps; historic preservation; increased ur-

ban renewal efforts under Public Housing Administration; the development of

a National Cultural Center (for which Congress had passed legislation in 1958:

Kennedy had appointed Roger Stevens Chairman of the Board in September

1962); increased funds for international exhibitions; beautification ofWashing-
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ton D.C. (for which Kennedy established the Pennsylvania Avenue Advisory

Council in May 1962); greater funding for arts and humanities education; the

recognition of artists with national merit awards; and the rewriting of tax laws

to lighten the burden on artists.

More fundamental than these overall concerns were Heckscher's three most

direct recommendations. First, he advised the appointment of a full-time, per-

manent Special Consultant on the Arts, who should be available to advise the

President on all matters pertaining to the arts, in addition to performing the

policy, planning and review fiinctions which formed the major part of the origi-

nal assignment. Second, he favored the establishment of an Advisory Council

on the Arts reporting direcdy to the President. He argued that its function

would be to expand the duties of the Special Consultant. As part of the federal

government apparatus, the Council would be responsible for gathering infor-

mation about the arts, reviewing federal policies and making recommendation

for improving design and long-range programs, and encouraging the active par-

ticipation ofthe artistic community in the government effort.^' Third, Heckscher

called for the estabUshment of a National Arts Foundation. This agency would

administer grants to states, generally on a matching basis, and for projects pro-

posed by artists or cultural organizations. It would thus be able to support "ex-

periments designed to increase attendance, to foster creativity and introduce

contemporary works to new audiences, or to offer services on an experimental

basis. "*^ The arts foundation would be commissioned to encourage the innova-

tion and excellence that both Heckscher and the President so esteemed. Upon

submission of the report, Heckscher resigned his post as the Special Consultant

to the President so that he could resume his duties at the Twentieth-Century

Fund. He agreed to remmn until a successor was named and to serve on the

Advisory Council once that body was established.^^

Kennedy considered the report "a milestone" that would open up "a new and

fruitful relationship between the government and the arts."^^ He embraced the

federal government's leadership in aesthetic achievement to promote the pur-

suit of happiness, but the Kennedy circle envisioned the arts as something more

than entertainment.^' Economic growth was a major factor enabling any arts

policy implementation. Heckscher's report reinforced Kennedy's fears about the

decadence that accompanied increased leisure time in what Galbraith had termed

an "affluent society". ^° Kennedy's remarks at a dinner promoting the National

Cultural Center and an article he wrote for Look magazine pointed out that

with economic abundance and "with peace, too often comes an exclusive preoc-

cupation vnth material progress and private pleasures." Kennedy extolled the
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artist
—^who worked amid deprivation and loneliness to hone his skills and real-

ize his vision—as a virtuous individual and the alternative to decadent materi-

alists. He admired the discipline, willingness to take risks, and pursuit of excel-

lence that artists displayed and believed his government should encourage such

qualities. Kennedy believed those values would enrich the lives of American

audiences as well as the artists. He wrote:

[the] suburban housewife harassed by numerous children, the husband weary after the

day's work, young people bent on having a good time —these might not appear to

enjoy a very high level of intellectual pursuit. Yet . . . the appreciation of cultural and

intellectual values has a place. To further this appreciation of the arts among all the

people, to increase respect for the creative individual and to stimulate participation by

those of even modest gifts, is one of the great and fascinating challenges of these

days.''

Always willing to accept a challenge, Kennedy prepared to implement the

Heckscher report recommendations.

Still, there was a long-standing debate between Kennedy and his advisors

over exactly how to act on art policy. Essentially, the dilemma was whether the

President should wait for congressional legislation or exert executive action.

After he was sure there was no promise of action on Capitol HUl, Kennedy

resolved the issue by signing Executive Order 11112 in June 1963. This order

established the President's Advisory Council on the Arts, giving the United

States for the first time a formal government body to survey the arts in America

and to recommend to the President ways to encourage them.'^

In a statement accompanying the release of the executive order, Kennedy

expressed his value of excellence in art and culture. Kennedy began by announc-

ing his discontent that many American children were growing up without ever

having seen a professionally acted play, which he felt deprived them of impor-

tant cultural opportunities. Then, echoing Heckscher s public statements, he

emphasized the importance of the professional artist because "[wjithout the

professional performer and the creative artist, the amateur spirit declines and

the vast audience is only partially served . . . The concept of the public welfare

should reflect cultural as well as physical values."^^ Kennedy's call for profes-

sional excellence in his promotion ofAmerican culture exhibited elitist predi-

lections, yet it also expressed an interest in promoting the arts for all Americans

as part of the "public welfare." This reference was a deliberate way to legitimize

federal arts policy and make it more palatable for congressional opponents who
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did not see its relevance for their constituents.

Although he had acted in an unprecedented manner, promoting the arts by

organizing an Advisory Council on the Arts, Kennedy ultimately resisted es-

tablishing an arts foundation without congressional approval. Presidential his-

torians have long noted Kennedy's reluctance to press his adversaries on do-

mestic issues. Kennedy's narrow electoral victory had not given him the politi-

cal clout he had hoped for and this kept him from risking his prestige on bills

that were uncertain of passage.^'* In addition, his hands-off style and aristo-

cratic airs at times clashed with the manners of career congressmen, making it

difficult to negotiate legislative measures. One down-to-earth representative

from Tennessee who found the President distant pronounced, "[All] that Mozart

string music and ballet dancing down there [at the White House] and all that

fox hunting and London clothes. He's too elegant for me. I can't talk to him."^'

Thus to avoid the impression of imposing his will, Kennedy insisted that Con-

gress give the Arts Council a statutory basis to assure a broad base of support

and strengthen federal encouragement of the arts. He told Congress that "Ifwe

are to be among the leaders ofthe world in every sense of the word this sector of

our national life cannot be neglected or treated with indifference ... A bill

(H.R. 4172) already reported out of the House would make this possible."^^

Kennedy's initiative toward arts policy gave new life to arts advocates' struggles

in Congress. SenatorJacob Javits and Representative FrankThompson had been

leading a struggle to obtain federal aid for the arts throughout the 1950s. With

support from the White House theyjoined forces with Senators Claiborne Pell

and Hubert Humphrey on the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare to

propose arts measure designed to accomplish three goals: 1) the establishment

of a federal advisory council on the arts, 2) financial aid to state arts projects,

and 3) the funding of a national arts foundation. Kennedy's call for Congress to

pass arts legislation direcdy endorsed their arts bill.

Congressional leaders also fought for arts policy with Cold War rhetoric and

pleas for advancing the quality of American civilization. Thompson took his

arguments to the pubhc in articles published in various journals, such as one

entitled "Are the Communists Right in Calling Us Cultural Barbarians?" In

language even more direct than Kennedy's, Thompson asserted that maldng

Washington the "cultural center of the world would be one of the best and most

effective ways to answer Russian lies and defeat their heavily financed effort to

have communism take over the world."" Senator Pell also stressed that the

United States must keep up with the Soviets, but warned that art should not be

used as propaganda. Rather, America should keep hold of the cultural realm
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"which has been the domain of free societies." He went on to contest assertions

that government support of the arts might be a waste of funds, arguing that it

should be viewed as a measure akin to appropriations for space program fund-

ing.

Our Scientific research, for which we spend billions annually ... to maintain the

posture of strength . . . will mean very little, if the culture of our people ... is allowed

to erode ... we must contribute to the world something better than [materialism],

something more lofty, something that is in tune with free men.'*

With the blessing of the White House, these congressional arts advocates were

able to secure a bill in Congress during the fall of 1963 that authorized a United

States arts foundation, complete with provisions for aid to the states, and imple-

mented of Advisory Council on the Arts established by Kennedy's executive

order.

In a speech dedicating a memorial to the late poet Robert Frost, Kennedy

made what would be his last call for arts legislation. He asserted:

The artist, however faithful to his personal vision ofreality, becomes the last champion

ofthe individual mind and sensibility against an intrusive society and an officious state

... I look forward to an America which vvdll steadily raise the standards of artistic

accomplishment and which wall steadily enlarge cultural opportunities for all of our

citizens. And I look forward to an America which commands respect throughout the

world not only for its strength but for its civilization as well."

Kennedy wanted this speech to be his manifesto on federal arts policy. He had

clearly concluded that in the Cold War era the freedom of artists represented a

fundamental American value posing an alternative to totalitarianism. Kennedy

intended to say this directly in this speech. His original draft read, "In Soviet

Russia, Chairman Khrushchev had informed us, 'It is the highest duty of the

Soviet writer, artist and composer, ofevery creative worker, to be in the ranks of

the builders of communism ... to fight for the triumph of the ideas of Marx-

ism-Leninism.'" Kennedy deleted this on the plane to Massachusetts, Schlesinger

recalled, because he did not wish to appear too antagonistic just before impend-

ing arms talks with the Soviet Union.*" Nonetheless, his point was made. Ameri-

cans recalling New York Times articles on recent Soviet denunciations of ab-

stract art exhibits in Moscow would further draw the conclusion that, by con-

trast, American modern artists were to be praised for their style and Americans
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were to be congratulated for their tolerance and vision (however constricted

that vision also might be).^^

The President s efforts and cold warrior determination created an atmosphere

of acceptance for the arts unparalleled by any other executive. But Kennedy

would not see the passage of arts legislation. A month after his assassination,

the Senate passed an arts bill for which Javits, Humphrey, Pell, and Thompson

had pressed. Yet the House would not consider the measure until the following

spring. Appointments ofArts Council members would also be postponed. Ironi-

cally, though, Kennedy's death became a contributing factor in LyndonJohnsons

achievement ofa federal arts agency as supporters invoked the image and wishes

of the late President.

Although not yet incorporated as a full-fledged federal program, the Kennedy

administration gave the arts unprecedented recognition. Prominent displays in

the Kennedy White House validated the arts as indicators ofAmerican civili-

zation worthy of national support. Kennedy's art policies grew through a series

ofsuccessful trial steps into an administrative program intended to institutionalize

arts support at the federal level. Underscoring the value of artistic achievement

in American culture, these policies reflected a desire to celebrate American ar-

tistic excellence and superiority in the cultural Cold War. In accordance with

the prevailing liberal ideology, Kennedy officials believed government should

act to improve the quality ofAmerican life. Domestically the arts would be an

effective tool to raise aesthetic standards and stimulate intellectual activity which

would counterbalance popular acceptance ofmore mundane and material com-

modities. Internationally, this achievement would demonstrate the success and

desirability ofAmerican democracy. At the height of the Cold War and prior to

burgeoning conflicts over American foreign policy in Vietnam, intellectuals,

politicians, and artists could rally together around an ideology of American

liberty and international leadership. The high cultural ideals and achievements

of Kennedy's New Frontier were instrumental in setting the stage for the ideo-

logical and administrative development of the National Endowment for the

Arts as manifested in the mission statement and goals of the agency. The goals

of art policy and the ideological consensus behind them that emerged during

Kennedy's administration, thus, outlasted his tenure in the White House. It

remains significance that both the Cold War and a bipartisan agreement on the

active use of government to enrich the quality of American life enabled the

institutionalization and expansion of federal arts policy under the auspices of

the NEA. Nonetheless, because the original rationale for federal arts support

was built upon a compromise between advocacy of the arts for their own sake

and their value as a cultural weapon, it is not surprising that in our current post-
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Cold War and anti-welfare state era that the consensus for federal arts policy

has collapsed.
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